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• Bonds: In a rare occurrence, US front-end yields 
have now priced in fewer rate cuts than the Fed’s 
recent forecast. Europe bonds reflect four 25bp cuts 
this year. Our preference leans towards U.S. 
bonds. 

• Developed credit: After many months of 
tightening, credit spreads have started widening. We 
expect further underperformance of lower-rated 
credits as weaker companies struggle to refinance 
and investors demand a higher risk premium. In a 
low volatility environment, we prefer corporate 
hybrids.

• Emerging markets: We remain overweight in EM 
local currency bonds capitalizing on the ongoing 
cycle of rate reductions. Modest growth 
environments bolster emerging markets, particularly 
those with substantial real yields.

• FX: Elevated real interest rates and a strong 
economy have upheld the U.S. dollar. However, 
economic rebounds in Europe and China, alongside a 
global shift to lower rates, are likely to pressure the 
dollar downwards.

Economic growth is on the uptick, and inflation's 
rise is tempering. Central Banks responded by 
toning down their monetary easing signals. In the 
U.S., financial conditions have notably improved 
over the last year, diminishing the need for Federal 
Reserve rate cuts. 

After a period of aligned monetary policies in 
response to the Covid crisis and then to the surge 
in inflation, Central Bank actions are now 
diverging: Japan has abandoned its negative 
interest rate policy, and the Swiss National Bank, 
along with several emerging market banks, has cut 
rates.

China’s recent stimulus has stabilized its economy, 
although growth remains subdued compared to 
previous years. 

Energy prices have increased due to persistent 
geopolitical tensions and stronger economic 
growth, rekindling inflationary pressures.

Source: GAMA
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RATES UW N OW Fund. Mom. Val. Sent. COMMENTS

Very High US Treasuries    

EMU Core Government    

EMU Peripheral    

UK Gilts    

China (CNY)    

Very Low Inflation-Indexed    

CREDIT SEGMENTS UW N OW Fund. Mom. Val. Sent. COMMENTS

Very High Developed Corporates    

Short-dated High Yielding    

Corporate Hybrids    

Emerging Corporates    

Emerging Sovereigns    

Very Low Emerging Local    

CURRENCIES UW N OW Fund. Mom. Val. Sent. COMMENTS

Very High USD    

EUR    

JPY    

GBP    

CNY    

Very Low Other Currencies
CNY under pressure from easier monetary policy and risk of higher US tarrifs
We like: BRL, MXN, NOK. We don't like GBP, NZD, AUD

FX RISK

UK negative growth dynamics + negative real yields key hurdles for GBP

Lower inflation, weaker growth will push the ECB to ease at a faster pace than the Fed 
BoJ should exit negative interest rates by Q2 but negative carry is a headwind

Medium CHF     After the sharp move lower, Franc is no longer expensive

Very sensitive to the risk of higher government bond yields, spreads are fairly priced
Attractive yields and spreads with high mean reverting feature; low refinancing risk
Will benefit from a moderate slowdown, extension risk limited, prefer quality

Fed easing only delayed. Pivot to easing and stable global growth negative for US dollar

High Yield spreads are priced to perfection. Significant cyclical risks and a  flat credit curve.
Emerging spreads over developed back to middle of the long-run range.
Tight valuations for highly rated issuers. 
Attractive yields, central banks easing only slightly delayed, and weaker dollar

Medium High Yield 

UK stagflation risk shifting towards higher recession risk on tighter conditions
CNY at risk as US dollar remains strong
Real yields are back to mid 2000 levels. Good protection against an inflation surprise

  

CREDIT RISK

    Low yielding Swiss bonds will underperform a global bond rallyMedium Swiss Confederation

DURATION

Higher inflation, resilient growth delays start of monetary easing
European survey data is improving and inflation is declining
Neutral stance between Core vs. periphery, as weaker fundamentals seem priced into spreads



Global Bond Composite*

Sources: Bloomberg, GAMA calculations, *Derived from 10 global different fixed income segments

Highest risk premiums since 2009



Global Bond Composite*

Sources: Bloomberg, GAMA calculations, *Derived from 10 global different fixed income segments

Projected total returns under 3 yield scenarios over 3 years 

Yield - Full Normalisation

Yield - Overshooting 
ScenarioYield - Median Scenario
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Fixed Income Segments 2022 2023 YTD 1W 1M 3M

Cash 1.4% 4.9% 1.3% 0.1% 0.4% 1.3%

Short-term High Yielding -3.2% 6.6% 1.5% 0.1% 0.6% 1.5%

Global Sovereigns -10.8% 6.7% -0.2% 0.4% 0.7% -0.2%

Global Inflation-Indexed -17.4% 4.6% -0.5% 0.5% 1.1% -1.8%

Global Corporates -14.1% 9.1% 0.1% 0.4% 1.0% -0.8%

Credit Opportunities -8.0% 11.0% 2.7% 0.2% 1.1% 2.7%

Global High Yield -11.0% 13.7% 2.6% 0.2% 1.4% 2.1%

Emerging Sovereigns -17.4% 11.0% 1.7% 0.3% 2.0% 1.7%

Emerging Corporates -15.0% 7.1% 2.4% 0.3% 1.0% 2.2%

Emerging Local Debt -12.8% 10.1% -2.6% -0.2% -0.4% -2.6%

Convertibles -16.6% 12.5% 3.6% 0.7% 1.8% 3.6%

Global Aggregate -11.2% 7.1% 0.0% 0.3% 0.7% -2.1%

SAA -11.7% 8.4% 0.6% 0.2% 0.8% 0.3%

Performance 2024: Global Aggregate = 0.0%, Global SAA 0.6%

Source: Bloomberg indices (hedged indices vs. USD, EM local segments excepted; expressed in USD on an unhedged basis). Data as of 1.04.2024
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Global Fixed Income Returns

Fixed income markets – March 2024

• The Fed’s dovish tone supported bond 
markets offsetting the higher core PCE 
over the past few months,

• Inflation-indexed continues its 
outperformance as inflation expectations 
have increased,

• Credit rallied during a holiday-shortened 
week.

• The US dollar strengthened against most 
currencies, hurting the EM local 
government universe.



Key Investment Themes

• Bond yields have risen back to attractive levels

• Inflation-linked bonds are compelling at pre-GFC yield levels

• A soft landing is our base case but there are alternatives

• Bank reserves will start declining soon

• Correlation  between bonds and equities is close to zero

• Financial conditions have eased

• Labour market is still robust, even though it is less tight

• Deficits are high, and political climate could lead to further spending
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Disclaimer

This marketing document has been issued by GAMA Asset
Management SA (hereinafter "GAMA"). This Document is for 
information purpose only and does not constitute an offer or a 
recommendation to buy or sell any securities. It is not intended
for distribution, use or publication in any jurisdiction where such
distribution use or publication would be prohibited. This 
document is the property of GAMA and is addressed to its
recipient exclusively for their personal use. It may not be
reproduced (in whole or in part), transmitted, modified, or used
for any other purpose without the prior written permission of 
GAMA. The data are indicative and might differ significantly
depending on market conditions. We do not guarantee the 
timeliness, accuracy or completeness of the information on this
document. Information may become outdated and opinions may
change, including as a result of new data or changes in the 
markets. The document may include information sourced from
third parties. We are not responsible for the accuracy or 
completeness of, and do not recommend or endorse, such
information. Except to the extent any law prohibits such
exclusion, we are not liable for any loss (including direct, indirect 
and consequential loss, loss of profits, loss or corruption of data 
or economic loss of any kind) that may result from the use or 
access of, or the inability to use or access, the materials on this
document. The value of investments and any income from them
may go down as well as up. Investors may not get back all of 
their original investment. Past performance is no guarantee of 
future results. Each investor must make her / his own
independent decisions regarding any securities or financial
instruments mentioned herein. Investments are subject to 
various risks, such as credit risk, interest rate risks, currency

risks, or liquidity risks, as well as regulatory, legal and tax risk. 
The investments mentioned in this document may carry risks
that are difficult to assess and quantify and those risks may
significantly change over time. Some bond segments with
specific features might be considered as complex instruments 
and may involve a high degree of risks and may be appropriate
investments only for sophisticated investors who are capable of 
understanding and assuming the risks involved. They might
therefore be aimed only for those investors that are able to 
understand the risks involved and are ready to bear their
associated risks. Before entering any transaction, investors
should consult their investment advisor and, where necessary, 
get independent professional advice in respect to the risks and 
suitability of the investment. The liquidity of an instrument may
not have a well-established secondary market or in extreme
market conditions may be difficult to value, to buy or sell. Tax
treatment depends on the individual circumstances of each
person and may be subject to change in the future. GAMA does
not provide tax advice. Therefore, each investor must verify with
his/her external tax advisors whether the securities are suitable
for her/his circumstances. GAMA may or may not hold positions 
in securities as referred to this document in the funds or 
portfolios managed on behalf of its clients. 

© 2021 — GAMA Asset Management SA is authorised and 
regulated by FINMA as an asset manager of collective 
investment schemes — all rights reserved.
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Rue de la Pélisserie 16, 
CH–1204 Geneva, Switzerland

info@gama-am.ch
www.gama-am.ch +41 (0)22 318 00 33
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